MATRIX ROBOT

Lesson: Attaching Motors
Necessary components:

Align the bracket according to the picture. Then, place the four screws into
the designated holes and secure them with the provided bolt.

Repeat this process for the other motor

Lesson: Black Pins vs White Pins
Your Matrix Robot Kit will come with two packages of connecting pins, one
full of black pins and the other full of white pins.
The black pins are used to connect two metal pieces together. You simply
align two holes on the metal parts and push the black pin through.
The black pins cannot be used to connect any metal piece to the white hub.
The two images below show situations in which the black pins can be used.

The white pins are used to connect three metal pieces together or one metal
piece to the hub.

In general, always use at least two pins to secure your components together.

Lesson: Final Build Reminders
Before you begin building your robot, there are a few things you should
remember.
1. The provided battery back must be secured to your robot before you can
begin programming. You do not want your robot to move and drag the
battery pack along with it
2. If your provided battery pack does not have a lid, secure the batteries with
tape to ensure they do not fall out while you are controlling your robot.

3. Keep all ports on the hub accessible

Lesson: Wiring
Necessary components:

Optional:

First, begin by attaching the motors. Locate the 2-pin ports labeled “M1” and
“M2” on the hub. Plug your motors into these ports, making note of which
port each motor is connected to. For now, don’t worry about the direction,
since we can easily switch around the wires if your robot drives backward.

Next, connect the first wire to the receiver. Note that the blue wire is
connected to the “DAT” pin and the white is connected to “CMD” (blue and
white wire are switched).

This wire will be plugged into port “D1” on the hub. The connector is keyed,
meaning there is only one way to connect it. Do not force the wire, check that
the connector is facing the direction shown below before pushing it all the
way in.

We will only use 2 of the connectors on the second wire. The blue wire is
connected to “CS” and the white is connected to “CLK”.

Connect this wire to “D3” on the hub. After that, your hub should look
something like this:

Optionally, if you are connecting a light sensor, plug the wire into the sensor
as shown below.

Connect the wire to port “A1”. The wire connects in the same way the
receiver’s wires do. Your hub should now look like this:

Lesson: Connecting Controller to the Software
To connect your PS2 controller to the makeBlock software, there are four
steps you must follow
1. Under the devices tab, press ‘add’ and scroll down to ‘Matrix Mini’

2. Download and then add the ‘Matrix Mini’ device

3. Click the ‘Extension’ button at the bottom of the screen

4. Select the ‘Mini PS2 Controller’ extension and press ‘Add’

You know that the device has been successfully completed when you see
new, purple blocks

Next you will need to connect your hub to the computer. Click the Connect
button to begin.

Lesson: Starting Your Program
You should now have eight different tab options for programming blocks
(Matrix Mini, Bluetooth, Events, etc)
Always begin your program with the block below, located under the ‘Matrix
Mini’ tab.

This block starts your robot. To start the PS2 controller, you must attach the
‘Mini PS2 Controller Begin’ block to the first block.

Once these two blocks are attached, you may begin programming the rest of
your code.

Lesson: Matrix Mini
As discussed in a previous lesson, the first block that should be used in any
code is the ‘Matrix Mini Begin’ block.

There are two other important Matrix Mini blocks at this point in the
curriculum. The first block is the ‘Mini DC Motor’ block. This block allows
you to set the speed of either of the motors on your matrix robot. Motor speed
ranges from -100 to 100.

The second block is the ‘Mini RBG LED’ block which allows you to set the
color of the LEDs on the hub. This block is often used to indicate something
has occurred or to simply check that the hub is connected correctly.

Lesson: Loop Blocks
Under the ‘Control’ tab (light orange), there are two commonly used blocks:
repeat and forever. These blocks are loop blocks that allow a programmer to
loop certain sections of their code.
First is the ‘repeat’ block. The ‘repeat’ block is used when you want a
sequence of code to be repeated a known number of times. You simply input
the number of times you want the code to repeat and place those
programming blocks within the ‘repeat’ block.

Similar to the ‘repeat’ block, there is a forever block. The ‘forever’ block is
used when you want the code to repeat infinitely many times.

Lesson: PS2 Blocks
The first block we should include in our code is the “Mini PS2 Controller
Begin” block. This will initialize the controller, and allow you to begin
receiving inputs from the controller to move your robot.

Now that you have initialized your controller, we can take inputs from the
controller and use them in our program. The “Mini PS2 Polling” block will
check the state of all buttons and joysticks on the controller so you can use
them in your program. Put this block at the beginning of a loop to continually
take controller inputs.

There are two types of inputs the controller can record: button presses and
joystick movement. Buttons are recorded as either pressed (true), or not
pressed (false). For example, the code below will turn on a red LED when the
Triangle button is pressed:

However, joystick inputs work differently. The PS2 controller returns a
numerical value based on the joystick position. In the horizontal direction, it
goes from left to right. The value returns from 0 to 255, where 128 is when
the joystick is at rest. In the vertical direction, it goes from top to bottom. The
value returns from 0 to 255, where 127 is when the joystick is at rest.

We can use the Joystick block to control things in our program which need
finer adjustment than just On or Off. Note that you must choose whether you
want to use the right or left joystick, and whether you are using the vertical or
horizontal position.

Lesson: Operators
Under the “Operators” tab (Green), the first block you will find is the Map
block. This will allow you to scale the raw input range of values provided by
the PS2 controller to a more useful range of numbers. We will use it like this:

We already learned that the PS2 controller returns a value between 0 and 255
based on the joystick position. This block scales that range to be between 100
and -100, so we can easily use the position of the joystick to control our
motor speed, as seen in the example below.

There are many other Operator blocks which may be useful for your program
depending on your goal, especially if using sensors. You can find blocks to
perform arithmetic operations and use boolean operators here if necessary.

Lesson: Variables
Under the ‘Variables’ tab (Dark orange), you will be able to select a ‘Make a
Variable’ button.

Select the button and name your variable. After you select ‘ok’ new blocks
will appear.

Of these new blocks, the ‘set’ block will be the one that is most commonly
used.
Using this block, you can set a certain variable to be assigned a certain
function, and then later assign the variable to a motor in order to have the
motor perform that action.
For example, using the ‘Map’ operator which was explained in the previous
page, you can set the right side of the PS2 controller to operate the right-side
motor.

Example Program
Take a look at this example program below. This program will use the right
joystick to control the right wheel’s speed, and the left joystick to control the
left wheel. Note that if your wheel is going backward when you try to drive
forward, you can flip around your motor connector on the hub to change its
direction.

